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Topological assessment of recoverability
in public transport networks

Check for updates

Renzo Massobrio 1,2 & Oded Cats2

Reducing the impact of disruptions is essential to provide reliable and attractive public transport. In
this work, we introduce a topological approach for evaluating recoverability, i.e., the ability of public
transport networks to return to their original performance level after disruptions, which we model as
topological perturbations. We assess recoverability properties in 42 graph representations of metro
networks and relate these to various topological indicators. Graphs include infrastructure and service
characteristics, accounting for in-vehicle travel time, waiting time, and transfers. Results show a high
correlation between recoverability and topological indicators, suggesting thatmore efficient networks
(in terms of the average number of hops and the travel time between nodes) and denser networks can
better withstand disruptions. In comparison, larger networks that feature more redundancy can
rebound faster to normal performance levels. The proposed methodology offers valuable insights for
planners when designing new networks or enhancing the recoverability of existing ones.

To fully understand the dynamics of connected complex systems it is
essential to comprehend the underlying connectivity and interaction
between its components.Many real-world complex systems canbemodeled
as complex networks including biological epidemics, social interactions,
energy and communication infrastructures, and transportation systems1,2.
Network science has emerged as an effective tool to study the topology and
dynamics of these complex networks3. In particular, public transport net-
works (PTNs) have been increasingly studied from a network science per-
spective, providing a topological explanation for different features observed
in transport systems4. For PTNs’ to provide reliable and attractive services, it
is crucial to reduce the impact of disruptions in both the design and
operational planning phases. Given PTNs’ role as a critical infrastructure
and the recurrence of service disruptions, a large body of research has been
devoted to studying PTNs’ vulnerability and robustness, i.e., the extent to
which systems can withstand disruptions5. Many works have studied the
robustness of PTNs from a topological point of view, simulating random
and/or targeted attacks oneithernodes6–9 or links8–12.Overall,while there is a
wealth of literature related to assessing and improving the robustness of
PTNs, little is known about the topological aspects of the recovery process
once these failures occur. Furthermore, past studies have often adopted a
strictly topological perspective, disregarding public transport service aspects
and the consequences of disruptions for passengers’ travel itineraries.

Next to a network’s ability to withstand disruptions, its ability to recover
back to its original level of performance is paramount. Studying the reco-
verability of public transport networks can help to enhance their resilience in

the face of natural disasters or human-made disruptions13, optimizing the
response and recovery efforts byprioritizing critical components and resource
allocation14,15. In these scenarios, timely recovery is essential for maintaining
service quality, ensuring customer satisfaction, and minimizing economic
impacts16. Moreover, incorporating recoverability assessment into long-term
planning can lead to more resilient networks when designing or expanding
public transport systems17,18. In thiswork,westudy thenotionof recoverability
following a topological approach inspired by previous work in the context of
optical networks19.We adapt thismethodology for the topological assessment
of recoverability in PTNs and apply it to a dataset of 42 metro networks
worldwide that we constructed based on General Transit Feed Specification
(GTFS) data. This dataset does not only consist of more networks than
considered in relatedworks but is alsomore insightful, since it is comprised of
weighted network representations of both infrastructure and service layers
labeledwith in-vehicle travel timeandwaiting time, respectively, insteadof the
more prevalent unlabeled networks found in the literature8.

Wemodel partial/complete failures by successively removing a random
link from the network. Then, we use a simple greedy heuristic to recover the
network to its original state. At each step of the recovery process, the greedy
heuristic selects the link among those removed during failure that, if added,
would render the largest performance improvement.We adopt a passenger-
focused approach and define performance as the mean of the reciprocals of
the generalized travel cost (GTC) between each pair of nodes in the network.
The GTC accounts for initial and transfer waiting times, in-vehicle travel
times, and a time-equivalent penalty cost per transfer between service lines.
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We measure the performance of the network throughout the failure/
recovery process to assess the network’s ability to recover. Figure 1 illustrates
the failure/recovery process using the Copenhagen metro network as an
example, where strongly connected components are shown using different
colors. Starting from the original network (a), a partial failure of 20 links is
modeled, resulting in a heavily disconnected network with 15 strongly
connected components (b). The greedy heuristic starts the recovery process
by adding first the links that render the largest increase in performance.
Despite itsmyopic view, the strategy is able to rapidly increase the size of the
largest connected component from 6 to 21 by just adding three links back
into the network (c). The recovery process continues by iteratively con-
necting smaller components to the largest connected component (d). The
links connecting to end nodes are the last to be recovered since they yield a
relatively lower increase inperformance compared tomore central nodes (e).
At the end of the recovery process, the network is back in its original state (f).

We define the retained performance ratio PGi
as the performance at

step i of the failure/recovery process, normalized by the performance of
the original network. Figure 2 shows the retained performance ratio at
each step of the failure/recovery process for the Copenhagen example
illustrated in Fig. 1. The cumulative performance loss during the failure
process is given by the indicator F, which corresponds to the area above
the retained performance curve during the failure process. Conversely,
the cumulative performance gain during the recovery process is given by
indicator R, which corresponds to the area under the performance ratio
curve. We characterize the recoverability properties of a network based
on the values of F, R, the ratio R/F, and the difference R− F. Intuitively, a
network with good recoverability properties will consistently have low
values of F and large values of R, R/F, and R− F. Besides studying these
recoverability indicators on their own, we examine how they correlate
with several topological characteristics of the network which account for
its size, connectivity, efficiency, and hierarchical structure.

Results
Recoverability indicators
We simulate the failure/recovery process of each network in our dataset to
assess its recoverability properties. Figure 3 shows the retained performance

ratio (PGi
) at each step i of the failure/recovery process for different link-

removal thresholds. Each curve in the plot corresponds to a single realiza-
tion (i.e., a single independent failure/recovery process).We consider partial
failures that remove 25%, 50%, and 75% of the links in the networks, as well
as complete failures. Looking at the plots in Fig. 3, it is clear that the failure
and recovery curves are not symmetrical, since the area over the recovery
curves ismuch smaller than the area over the failure curves. This shows that
the simple greedy recovery strategy is able to rebound quickly from the loss
of performance during the failure process of the network. As expected, the
variability in the retained performance ratio decreases when increasing the
percentage of removed links. In particular, the greedy recovery process
becomes deterministic in the case of removing all links and the only
remaining variability corresponds to the different networks studied.

Figure 4 allows us to visually compare different networks in terms of
their recoverability properties. Cities are color-coded based on their relative
ranking (lower is better) on each of the four recoverability indicators in
scenarios with varying percentages of removed links. The exact position of
each city in the ranking is noted for the combined indicator R/F with
complete link removal and is also displayed in Fig. 5, which shows a map
depicting all studied PTNs and highlights the top and bottom three per-
forming networks. The best values in terms of cumulative performance loss
(F)—least relative loss of performance compared to normal operations—are
achievedby relatively small networks, namely,Marseille, Lyon, andWarsaw
(F ≤ 10.1 for 25% link removal and F ≤ 76.3 for 100% link removal). For the
largest networks in the dataset, results show that London, Santiago, and
Paris achieve better—lower—values of F than New York, Madrid, Berlin,
andChicago, across all removal thresholds. Theworst-performingnetworks
in terms of F are Oslo, Stockholm, and Rome where a significant loss in
performance is observed already early on in the failure process (F ≥ 14.0
with 25% link removal and F ≥ 84.4 with 100% link removal). The Santiago
network stands out in terms of the cumulative performance gain indicator
(R), obtaining the best values across all removal thresholds (R = 19.9 with
25% links removed, R = 59.4 with 100% links removed). Along with San-
tiago, the networks of New York, London, Paris, Madrid, and Valencia are
also consistently among the top-rankednetworks in terms of theR indicator
across all removal thresholds. Conversely, the worst-performing networks

Fig. 1 | Example of a failure/recovery process of
the Copenhagen metro network. Colors indicate
strongly connected components. a original net-
work. b partial failure of 20 links. c greedy
recovery adds first the links that yield the largest
increase in performance. d recovery successively
connects smaller components to the largest con-
nected component. e links connecting to end
nodes are the last to be recovered. f the network is
back in its original state at the end of the recovery
process.
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in terms of R include—as in the case of F—Oslo, Rome, and Stockholm
(R ≤ 16.5 with 25% removal and R ≤ 41.8 with 100% removal), with the
addition of Boston and Prague, which perform worse when removing a
larger percentage of links. For the combined indicators (R/F and R− F),
results show that the top five performing networks are: Santiago, London,
New York, Paris, and Lyon (in that order); all relatively large networks with
the exception of Lyon. Conversely, the worst-performing networks include
Boston, Chicago, Rome, Stockholm, and Oslo; a combination of mid- to
large-scale networks. Figure 4, also allows a comparison of how networks
performwhenvarying the percentage of links removed/added in the failure/
recovery process. For this purpose, we compute the Spearman correlation
between the values obtained for each of the four recoverability indicators
with different removal thresholds. Results show that the values of F are
highly correlated (0.86 to 0.98) between different removal thresholds. Thus,
networks perform consistently under partial and complete failure scenarios
in terms of this indicator. Similar results were observed for the combined
indicatorsR/F andR− F. In the case of theR indicator, however, we observe
amoderately positive correlation, which decreases with larger differences in
the percentage of removed links (0.66 to 0.89). This finding suggests that
some networks may perform better at partial failure scenarios (with fewer
links removed) and worse at complete failure scenarios—and vice versa—
when considering this indicator.

Fig. 2 | Retained performance ratio during an example failure/recovery process of
the Copenhagen metro network. Each data point corresponds to one step in the
failure/recovery process (i.e., the removal/addition of one link). The red shaded area
indicates the cumulative performance loss (F) and the green shaded area indicates
the cumulative performance gain (R).

Fig. 3 | Retained performance ratio at each step of the failure/recovery process.
Each curve corresponds to a single independent execution on a given network. Red
lines correspond to the failure process while green lines denote the recovery process.

Different percentages of removed links are considered: a 25%, b 50%, c 75%, and
d 100% of the links in the network.
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Fig. 4 | Ranking of cities on the four recover-
ability indicators for different removal thresh-
olds.Cities are color-coded based on their relative
ranking (lower is better) on each of the four
recoverability indicators (F, R, R/F, and R− F) in
scenarios with varying percentages of removed
links (25%, 50%, 75%, and 100% of the links in the
network removed). The exact position of each city
in the ranking is noted for the combined indicator
R/F with 100% link removal.

Fig. 5 | Networks colored by their average ranking of recoverability indicatorR/F
with 100% of links removed. Networks higher in the ranking (i.e., that perform
better) are depicted in green while networks on the lower-end of the ranking are
depicted in red. The top and bottom three performing networks are highlighted and
a visual representation of the network is included. Background map: Esri. “Dark

Gray Canvas” [basemap]. Scale Not Given. Feb 2, 2024. https://www.arcgis.com/
home/item.html?id=c11ce4f7801740b2905eb03ddc963ac8(Accessed: Feb 29, 2024).
Sources: Esri, TomTom, Garmin, FAO, NOAA, USGS, © OpenStreetMap con-
tributors, and the GIS User Community.
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Relation with topological indicators
Next, we study the correlation between the four recoverability indicators
and relevant topological indicators. Figure 6 shows a heatmap of the
Pearson correlation between topological and recoverability indicators for
different removal thresholds. Indicator F shows amoderate to high positive
correlation (0.39 to 0.57) with diameter (D) and average shortest path, both
weighted and unweighted (correlations of 0.42 to 0.48 with SPw and 0.60 to
0.70with SP ). This points to a relation betweennetwork efficiency in terms
of hops and travel time and the impact of disruptions, with networks where
passengers need to travel longer distances showing a larger cumulative
performance loss. It is worthnoting here the absence of correlation between
F and the size of the graph both in terms of number of nodes (∣V∣) and links
(∣E∣). The ability to withstand disruptions appears thus to be related to the
efficiency of the connection between nodes, irrespective of the size of the
network. An example of this can be seen when comparing Santiago with
Oslo, Rome, or Stockholm. Despite being networks of comparable size,
Santiago, which is more efficient than the rest—in terms of average
weighted shortest path—is able to withstand disruptions much better, as
depicted in Fig. 4. Similarly, indicator F shows a moderate negative corre-
lation (− 0.37 to− 0.65) with density (γ), suggesting that dense networks
are able to withstand disruptions more effectively, achieving a smaller
cumulative performance loss during the failure process. The correlation is
stronger when increasing the percentage of links removed, suggesting that
dense networks are particularly effective at coping with large disruptions in
the system.

In terms of indicator R, we find a moderate to high positive cor-
relation (0.70 to 0.78) with meshedness across all removal thresholds.
This finding suggests that networks that feature more redundancy (i.e.,
networks with a greater prevalence of cycles) are able to rebound faster
from the loss of performance. This can be observed when looking at the
network rankings in Fig. 4 and the topological indicators in Table 1,
where the top five performing networks in terms of indicator R have
meshedness values of α > 77.8 × 103 while the bottom five performing
networks have meshedness values of α < 15.23 × 103. In networks with
high meshedness, the greedy strategy is able to take advantage of the
existence of multiple alternative paths to connect two nodes and can
recover those links that render a larger increase in performance early on
in the recovery process. Similarly, indicator R is moderately to highly
correlated with the size of the network in terms of nodes and links (0.53
to 0.60 with ∣V∣ and 0.56 to 0.64 with ∣E∣). This can be explained by the
fact that the larger the network is the larger the set of links the greedy
strategy can choose from during the recovery process. Thus, in larger
networks, the decision space for the greedy recovery strategy is larger
and, as a result, there is more room for improvement in performance.

A moderate positive correlation with meshedness is found, as in the
case of R, also for the combined recoverability indicators (R/F and R− F),
albeit with lower values (0.52–0.70). The combined indicators also show a
low positive correlation with the network size (0.23–0.41 with ∣V∣ and

0.27–0.46 with ∣E∣) and a moderate to low correlation with the average
(weighted) shortest path, which decreases with larger removal thresholds.

Assortativity and the rate of the exponential distribution of node
betweenness centrality, both unweighted (λ) and weighted (λw), show
negligible to low correlation with all recoverability indicators across all
removal thresholds. Thus, we cannot infer a strong relation between net-
work hierarchy and recoverability.

We delve deeper into two of the identified correlations between reco-
verability and topological indicators by plotting scatter plots for two selected
relations in Fig. 7. Results shown are for the scenario of complete link
removal. Figure 7a shows the F indicator against the average shortest path
(SP). Lower—better—values of F are achieved by networks with lower
average shortest path. The best values of F are achieved by networks among
the smallest included in the dataset, which have naturally smaller values for
SP. Among the largest networks in the dataset, London outperforms Paris
and NewYork despite having a larger average shortest path and achieves an
evenbetter improvement inF compared toBerlin andMadrid, bothofwhich
have larger average shortest path. Figure 7b shows the relation between theR
indicator and the meshedness (α) of the network. In this case, results show
that larger values of meshedness lead to higher—better—values of R. The
most outstanding case is Santiago: with a significantly higher meshedness
value than the rest of the networks in our dataset, Santiago clearly outper-
forms all other networks in terms of theR indicator. Following Santiago, the
networks of New York, London, Madrid, and Paris show large values for
meshedness and good recoverability properties in terms of the R indicator.

Discussion
Wepresented a topological approach tomeasure recoverability inPTNs, i.e.,
the ability of networks to return to the original performance level in the
aftermath of successive disruptions. The proposed methodology was
applied to a dataset of 42 metro networks that was constructed for this
purpose, which stands out from those found in previous literature not only
for its larger size but also for incorporating service information that accounts
for in-vehicle travel time and waiting time. We assess the recoverability of
the networks in the dataset based on four simple indicators and relate them
to several topological properties of the networks. Results show that a simple
greedy recovery heuristic is able to rebound quickly from the loss of per-
formance during the failure process. In relation to topology, results suggest
that more efficient and denser networks are able to better withstand dis-
ruptions,while largernetworkswithmore redundancycan rebound faster to
the normal performance level during recovery. In practice, reducing the
average in-vehicle travel time between nodes can improve the networks’
ability to withstand disruptions, while increasing the redundancy of the
network (by incorporating alternative paths between pairs of nodes) can
improve the network performance during the recovery phase.

Thefindings of this study canhelp planners in designingnewnetworks
with good recoverability properties as well as enhance the recoverability of
existing ones. The proposed methodology is useful for both strategic and

Fig. 6 | Heatmap of the Pearson correlation
between topological and recoverability indica-
tors with different link-removal thresholds. The
four recoverability indicators are depicted (i.e., F, R,
R/F and R− F). For each recoverability indicator the
results with different link-removal thresholds are
depicted (i.e., 25%, 50%, 75% and 100% of the links
removed). The topological indicators considered are:
number of nodes (∣V∣), number of links (∣E∣), dia-
meter (D), density (γ), meshedness (α), average
shortest path ( SP ), average weighted shortest path
(SPw), rate of the exponential distribution of node
betweenness centrality unweighted (λ) and weighted
(λw), and assortativity (r). Green values indicate a
positive correlation while pink values indicate a
negative correlation.
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operational planning. As an example, long-term strategic planning invol-
ving the introduction of new lines or the extension of existing ones, would
result in a change in the topology of the network and, therefore, in its
recoverability properties. In such cases, planners could use the proposed
methodology to assess the recoverability properties of different network
designs and incorporate this information into the decision-making process.
In the context of real-time operational planning, since the methodology

accounts for in-vehicle travel time and waiting time, even the impact of
operational changeson the recoverability of thenetwork canbe assessed. For
instance, an operator could assess different tentative timetables and select
among them based on their impact on the recoverability properties of the
network. Nonetheless, practitioners should bear in mind that the proposed
approach studies the network from a strictly service topology point of view,
without modeling details related to infrastructure features (e.g., rail

Table 1 | Topological indicators per network

Network ∣V∣ ∣E∣ D γ ( × 10−3) α ( × 10−3) SP SPw λ λw r ( × 10−3)

Amsterdam 39 80 19 53.98 27.40 7.55 624.57 2.95 2.94 236.11

Athens 61 124 32 33.88 17.09 10.92 1278.03 3.47 3.38 163.42

Atlanta 38 74 20 52.63 0.00 8.18 1096.17 3.68 3.68 -105.58

Berlin 174 371 46 12.32 49.56 14.19 1315.83 4.16 4.05 37.74

Bilbao 42 82 30 47.62 0.00 11.51 948.72 2.56 2.56 -0.00

Boston 52 102 20 38.46 0.00 8.85 1198.24 4.67 4.67 162.32

Brussels 59 120 29 35.07 17.70 10.13 819.23 - - -4.46

Budapest 48 96 19 42.55 10.99 7.66 706.66 4.82 4.85 -142.02

Buenos Aires 78 166 23 27.64 52.98 8.79 887.84 4.59 4.86 25.75

Cairo 61 122 34 33.33 8.55 11.92 1596.95 3.23 3.23 62.34

Chicago 137 291 33 15.62 40.89 13.90 1877.10 4.64 6.26 139.57

Copenhagen 39 80 15 53.98 27.40 6.41 478.75 4.21 4.30 -1.32

Dubai 53 106 32 38.46 9.90 11.91 1676.15 2.82 2.82 161.23

Hyderabad 56 112 26 36.36 9.35 10.40 1114.40 - - -35.56

Kobe 26 50 17 76.92 0.00 7.23 894.32 2.67 2.67 -0.00

Lille 60 120 42 33.90 8.70 14.34 1119.52 2.79 2.79 -34.48

Lisbon 50 104 21 42.45 31.58 7.87 614.40 3.41 3.28 -160.71

London 261 602 40 8.87 88.97 13.49 2054.43 - 5.85 155.42

Lyon 40 80 18 51.28 13.33 6.92 669.04 3.60 3.60 -78.43

Madrid 240 552 44 9.62 77.89 14.59 1829.52 5.60 5.75 251.11

Marseille 29 58 16 71.43 18.87 6.22 529.37 3.28 3.29 -74.07

Milan 106 218 35 19.59 19.32 12.09 1176.70 4.14 4.12 -129.62

Montreal 67 136 29 30.76 15.50 10.45 918.75 - 3.64 -71.85

Naples 28 56 20 74.07 19.61 7.09 1092.00 2.93 2.87 41.10

New York 421 1046 46 5.92 136.20 12.17 2064.55 - - 123.62

Nuremberg 49 98 25 41.67 10.75 9.13 775.80 3.69 3.69 33.53

Oslo 101 203 38 20.10 15.23 14.41 1476.95 4.31 4.36 73.16

Paris 303 709 34 7.75 98.17 11.74 1034.72 9.78 7.86 2.79

Philadelphia 50 110 27 44.90 63.16 9.21 926.62 3.16 3.16 300.39

Prague 58 116 23 35.09 9.01 9.51 788.22 3.52 3.52 101.68

Rome 73 144 35 27.40 0.00 13.76 1361.05 3.76 3.76 -16.13

Rotterdam 70 140 32 28.99 7.41 12.95 1525.83 3.86 3.92 -42.94

San Francisco 50 102 26 41.63 21.05 10.60 2117.66 2.50 2.85 63.44

Santiago 119 333 33 23.71 248.93 9.50 1021.97 4.43 3.58 93.26

Stockholm 101 202 37 20.00 5.08 13.39 1436.93 5.00 5.00 -28.70

Toronto 75 150 35 27.03 6.90 13.43 1457.57 3.79 3.83 35.81

Toulouse 37 72 23 54.05 0.00 8.71 704.14 3.39 3.39 -11.24

Valencia 95 196 47 21.95 21.62 16.61 2063.96 3.70 3.70 45.76

Vancouver 52 106 29 39.97 20.20 10.88 1468.87 2.78 2.83 -184.09

Vienna 98 208 28 21.88 36.65 10.67 929.84 3.86 4.48 16.30

Warsaw 33 64 20 60.61 0.00 7.83 906.82 3.40 3.40 -12.66

Washington 89 182 26 23.24 17.34 11.17 1664.36 4.96 4.54 31.32

The topological indicators considered are number of nodes (∣V∣), number of links (∣E∣), diameter (D), density (γ), meshedness (α), average shortest path ( SP ), averageweighted shortest path (SPw ), rate of the
exponential distribution of node betweenness centrality unweighted (λ) and weighted (λw), and assortativity (r). For indicators λ and λw only statistically significant values are displayed according to a
Kolmogorov-Smirnov test with a 99% confidence level.
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junctions, passing loops, or extra tracks) which may affect the operations
during failure/recovery.

We identify several lines of future research that arise from this work.
Firstly, we plan on further expanding the dataset of networks and including
other modes of transport. This ultimately depends on the availability and
correctness ofGTFSdata, which is identified as a key bottleneck for building
comprehensive datasets of PT network graph representations. Secondly,
other failure and recoverability strategies could be devised including tar-
geted node/link attacks and smarter recovery algorithms that extend the
simple greedy heuristic presented in this work (e.g., incorporating infor-
mation from the disruption into the recovery strategy). Thirdly, new per-
formance metrics should be incorporated to account for other aspects of
performance besides the generalized travel cost (GTC). Finally, we propose
studyingmulti-modal PTNs, to look into the interplay of differentmodes in
the event of failures and its impact on recoverability.

Methods
Networks dataset
A dataset consisting of 51 graph representations of metro networks was
constructed based on General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) data,
the de facto standard for transit data. Multiple definitions exist to specify
what constitutes a metro system. In this work, we consider those PTNs
that fulfill the following criteria, as stated by the International Asso-
ciation of Public Transport20: i) located in an urban area; ii) exclusive
right-of-way; iii) grade-separated; iv) high-frequency and high-capacity
vehicles. GTFS data corresponding to eachmetro networkwere obtained
mainly from database.mobilitydata.org and local transit agencies and
operators’ websites. These data were initially processed using the gtfspy
library21. We selected a representative day for each network dataset (i.e.,
a day with at least 90% as many vehicle trips as the day with the highest
number of trips) and filtered out trips occurring betweenmidnight and 5
a.m., when service levels are significantly reduced. Gtfspy provides an
initial graph representation of the network, with nodes representing
stops and links labeled with the average travel time and the number of
vehicles per route that connect the two nodes.

In most cases, the graph built by gtfspy for a given city has multiple
nodes corresponding to the same physical station (e.g., one node per plat-
form, different nodes for ground/elevated access). For the purpose of our
study, we need to merge all nodes corresponding to the same station. We
therefore merge all nodes within walking proximity where passengers are
not requested to check out of the transport system. This graph post-
processing involves three steps and requireshaving the officialmetromapof
the network in sight for validation purposes. First, nodes with identical
names that are less than 200 meters apart are automatically merged. Then,
stops with names that are 75% similar (according to Levenshtein distance)
andwhich are less than 500meters apart, are candidates formerging subject
to a manual confirmation. This step allows merging nodes that have dif-

ferent names for the same physical station (e.g., “Central Station Ground”
and “Central Station Elevated”). Finally, a visual interface allows for the
merging of arbitrary nodes that were not detected in the previous steps.

After this post-processing, several sanity checks were performed,
resulting in two distinctive graph representations: L-space (space of infra-
structure) andP-space (space of service). In L-space, each node represents a
stop, and two stops are connected with a link only if they are adjacent on a
rail segment. In our analysis, the generatedL-space is a directed graphwhere
links are labeled with the average in-vehicle travel time. In P-space, nodes
are stops and two stops are connected if they are served by at least one
common route. Thus, the first-degree neighbors of a node in P-space
represent the set of stops that can be reachedwithout performing a transfer.
In our analysis, P-space is a directed graph labeled with the average waiting
time,which is approximated ashalf of theheadwaybasedon the joint service
frequency of all direct services between the two respective stops (nodes). For
an in-depth description of L-space andP-space we refer readers to the work
by Luo et al.22. The curated set of metro networks is publicly available23,24. In
this work, we filter out networks with fewer than 50 links, where studying
recoverability becomes trivial. Consequently, we discard the nine smaller
networks and consider only the remaining 42 networks for our study.

Measuring recoverability of PTNs
This section outlines the methodology to characterize the recoverability
properties of a metro network.

Network performance. The performance of a network in our analysis is
characterized by its efficiency e : GðV; EÞ ! R, which is defined as the
mean of the reciprocals of the Generalized Travel Cost (GTC) between
each pair of nodes in a graph (Eq. (1)).

eðGÞ ¼ eðGðV; EÞÞ ¼
P

i≠j2V
1

GTC ði;jÞ
jV j× ðjV j � 1Þ

ð1Þ

The GTC between pairs of stops accounts for initial and transfer waiting
times, in-vehicle travel times, and a time-equivalent penalty cost for
transfers. For a given pair of nodes i and j, we consider sp1,…, spm, the m
shortest paths in L-space, i.e., the shortest in terms of in-vehicle travel time.
For those paths, we compute the sum of the waiting times for each leg in the
path and the number of transfers, according to the labels and number of
hops of the corresponding paths in P-space. The GTC is determined by the
cost of the path that minimizes the weighted sum defined in Eq. (2) and
GTC(i, j) =∞ if no path connects stop i with stop j.

GTC ði; jÞ ¼ min
spi2sp1 ;...;spm

in vehicle time ðspiÞ þ α× waiting time ðspiÞ
�

þ β× n transfers ðspiÞ
�

ð2Þ

Fig. 7 | Scatter plots of recoverability against
topological indicators. Results correspond to
the scenario with 100% removed links and
considering the average over all the indepen-
dent execution. Each data point corresponds to
a single network. a shows the F indicator against
the average shortest path SP. b shows the R
indicator against the meshedness α.
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Network recoverability analysis. Let G0(V, E0) be the L-space repre-
sentation of a PTNcomprised ofVnodes andE0 links. The failure process
consists of K steps where, in each step, a given link of the network is
selected randomly and uniformly and removed from the graph. We
define the retained performance ratio PGi

as the efficiency at step i nor-

malized by the efficiency of the original network: PGi
¼ eðGiÞ

eðG0Þ. The number

of links to be removed is defined as a fraction of the total number of links
in the graph: K = σ × E0.

Conversely, the recovery process corresponds to the iterative re-
introduction of the previously removed K links back to the graph. At
each step of the recovery process, we select a link among those removed
during failure that, if added, would render the largest improvement in
PGi

. This is a myopic heuristic that seeks the best local improvement in
each iteration.

The cumulative performance loss during the failure process is given by
F ¼ R i¼K

i¼0 ð1� PGi
Þ. Conversely, the cumulative performance gain during

the recoveryprocess is givenbyR ¼ R i¼2K
i¼K ðPGi

� PGK
Þ.We characterize the

recoverability properties of a network based on the values of F, R, the ratio
R/F, and the difference R− F.

Experimental design
We simulate failures with σ∈ {0.25, 0.50, 0.75, 1.00}. The behavioral route
choice parameters are set to m = 5, α = 2, and β = 5 in all our experiments
except for thenetworks of London, Paris, andNewYork,wherem = 1due to
the otherwise excessive computational times. The minimum required
number of replications of the failure/recovery process for each network was
computed, with a minimum of 10 independent runs per network and a
confidence level of 95%. The null hypothesis of normality on the distribu-
tions of F and R could not be rejected according to the Shapiro-Wilk test
with a confidence level of 99% for all networks. Thus, we reportmean values
for each network and each removal threshold considered. We compare the
four recoverability indicators against several topological indicators of the
networks, which are defined next for a graph G(V, E). Let d(u, v,w) be the
length of the shortest path between u and v in terms of number of hops
(w = 1) or in-vehicle travel time (w = IVT). We consider the following
topological indicators : number of nodes (∣V∣), number of links (∣E∣), dia-
meter (D ¼ maxu2V maxv2V dðu; v; 1Þ), density (γ ¼ jEj

jVj× ðjVj�1Þ), mesh-

edness (α ¼ jE0 j�jVjþ1
2× jVj�5 ) on the equivalent undirected graph GðV; E0Þ,

average shortest path (SPw ¼ P
u≠v2V

dðu;v;wÞ
jVj× ðjVj�1Þ) in terms of hops (w = 1)

and in-vehicle travel time (w = IVT), and degree assortativity (r) as defined
in25. Moreover, we compute the distribution of betweenness centrality per
node, i.e., the sumof the fraction of all-pairs shortest paths that pass through
a given node, and study the goodness of fit to known distributions from the
literature (power law, exponential, lognormal) with the Kolmogorov-
Smirnov (KS) test. Table 1 summarizes the topological indicators con-
sidered for eachnetwork. Statistical analysis suggests that node betweenness
centrality follows an exponential distribution for most networks. Thus, we
report the rate of this distribution (λw) for the unweighted (w = 1) and the
weighted (w = IVT) betweenness centrality, for networks with significant
values according to the KS test (with α = 0. 99).

Data availability
The datasets generated during and/or analyzed during the current study are
available in the following Github repository, https://github.com/
renzomassobrio/recoverability.
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